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0. Introduction.
In the "Troisieme Partie: La notion de moyenne dans l'espace fonctionnel
et l'equation de Laplace generalisee" of his book "Problemes concrets d'analyse
fonctionnelle", Paul Levy has extensively developed a potential theory on an
infinite dimensional space. About this work he says in his autobiography
(Levy [2], p. 63): "Aussi la troisieme partie de mon lirve est-elle une esquisse
a grands traits.".
The purpose of this paper is to give a rigorous formulation of some aspects
of "une esquisse a grands traits". That is, we shall construct an infinite dimen-
sional space E and an infinite dimensional Brownian motion B with state-
space E. Then we shall describe some results of his potential theory in terms
of the infinite dimensional Brownian motion B.
We shall now explain the noticeably different features of Levy's theory
from the ones of recent works (e.g., Daletskii [3], Gross [8], Hida [11]). In his
potential theory, such objects as his infinite dimensional Laplacian and harmonic
functions are regarded as limits of sequences of the corresponding ones in the
finite dimensional Euclidean spaces RN, as Af-» oo. He calls this finite dimen-
sional construction method "la methode du passage du fini a rinfini". In the
potential theory on the space RN, the volume element, surface elements, the
Laplacian AN, Poisson kernels on the balls and so forth are determined in terms
of the Riemannian metric ds2N=dx\-\- •*- -]-dx2N. As is seen in Green-Stokes'
formula, these objects are compatible with each other. Hence the mutual
compatibility could be inherited through his finite dimensional constiuction
method by the various objects in Levy's potential theory. In particular, the
coordinates in his infinite dimensional space could be regarded as equally weight-
ed. On the other hand, in Levy's theory harmonic functions can be discontin-
uous (see Levy [1], pp. 305-306). Hence the Laplacian as a differential operator
would be rather inconvenient in treating such pathological phenomena.
Now we shall reformulate Levy's potential theory according to his finite
dimensional construction method. Motivated by Gateaux and Levy's derivation
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(see Levy[l], p. 230) of a mean value formula (the Gateaux formula) of func-
tionals on balls in a real Hilbert space U ([0,1]), (cf. Hida and Nomoto [10]), we
shall choose the following space E of sequences (see §§1.1):
N «=i
and introduce the following sequence of semi-norms {||*IU> l ^ - ^ V ^ 0 0 } to the
space E:
IWU=(^2^)1 / 2 and ||*|L = En||*||w
for an element x={xu "m,xNy • ••)€=.£. We shall a priori introduce an infinite
dimensional Brownian motion B=(n, B(t), Px) as follows (see §§1.2):
B ( t , co) = ( b ^ t , co)y •••, bn(ty co), • • • ) ,
where {bn(ty co); tf>l} are mutually independent 1-dimensional Brownian moti-
ons. Then under the identification of Levy's infinite dimensional Laplacian
and our infinite dimensional Laplacian A^ which is defined as twice the infini-
tesimal generator of the process By we shall describe such pathological pheno-
mena in his potential theory through the behaviour of the sample paths on the
space E.
From our standpoint, even the above-mentioned pathological phenomena
in Levy's potential theory must be described by a limiting procedure of the
finite dimensional potential theory. For example, as is emphasized by P. Levy
(Levy [1], p. 305) and seen in Section 2 of the present paper, the Laplacian A,*
often behaves like a first order differential operator. But solutions of the Diri-
chlet problems on a unit ball Doo={x^E; ||^||OO<1} with tame boundary func-
tion satisfying some integrability conditions can be reconstructed by means of
sequences of the corresponding solutions of the Dirichlet problems on the finite
dimensional balls with the corresponding boundary functions (see Hasegawa
[9], II, Th. 4.1).
Next we shall show our main results.
In Section 1, we shall construct the process 2?=(O, B(t), Px) with state
space E and show the equality:
\\B{t, o>)-B(s, <o)\\l = \t-s\ for all t, s>0y
Consequently B is a diffusion process on the space E.
In Section 2, we shall define a process f (t, co) on a sphere 3^=
||#||oo=l} by the following formula
£(*,*>) = e-' /25(e'-l,co), (t>0)
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for elements co^Q, such that 5(0, co)^*S00, and it will be called the spherical
Brownian motion on the sphere S^. Then the process B can be factored as the
skew product of its radial part r(t> co) = \\B(t, to)||oo and the independent spherical
Brownian motion £(£, co) run with a random clock rt:
This skew product formula could be identified with Levy's formula (Levy[l],
p. 305, (5)) for a unit sphere. We notice that the spherical Brownian motion is
an infinite dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with the Gaussian white
noise fi as its unique invariant probability measure and is homogeneous under a
transformation group G (see Def. 8).
In Section 3, we shall reformulate the Dirichlet problems discussed in
Levy[l] in terms of our Brownian motion B. We shall give an interpretation
(see Th. 3.1) to a mean value formula (Levy [1], p. 316, (24)) in the case of a unit
ball D00={x^E; ||^||OO<1}. Then we shall discuss the properties of the family
(?= {fjbx; x^DJ\ of harmonic measures. The Dirichlet problems with discon-
tinuous boundary functions of certain types can be formulated as stochastic
Dirichlet problems. This is worth noticing, for discontinuous harmonic func-
tions play essential roles in describing the peculiarities of Levy's theory.
Now, we shall mention other works, in particular, Daletskii [3], Gross [8]
andHidafll].
Hida's ideal measure around the origin of his space X might be thought of
as a system of probability measures {fJLr',r>fy> where fjbr(A)=P°(B(r2, co)^A)
for AdSoo(r)= {x^E; |M|oo = f}. He defines his Laplacian operator on the
space X which seems to agree with our infinite dimensional Laplacian. In parti-
cular, our Proposition 1.8 corresponds with Proposition 2 in Hida [11] under the
identification r(x) = |MU. Moreover his definition of harmonic functions on the
space X is similar to ours.
The framework of this paper is adequate to describe phenomena indicated
in Levy's book [1] and considered to be * 'paradoxical" in Daletskii's paper [3].
For example, in our framework each component of our Brownian motion could
be thought to be equally weighted.
Let {%n(u);n>l} be a C.O.N.S. in the real Hilbert space D ([0,1]).
Then a theorem of Ito and Nisio [13] can be applied to show that the random
Fourier series
converges uniformly in (t, s)^[0, T] X [0, 1] for any fixed positive number T a.s.
(P°). Thus we obtain a Brownian motion in the sense of Gross [8].
Concluding the introduction, we shall prove in a forthcoming paper that
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Dirichlet solutions on the unit ball ZL with tame boundary functions can be
reconstructed from Dirichlet solutions on finite dimensional balls, which reflects
Levy's "la methode du passage du fini a rinfini" (see Hasegawa [9], II, Th. 4.1).
1. Infinite dimensional space E and Infinite dimensional Brownian
motion B
1.1. Infinite dimensional space E.
In this subsection we shall construct an infinite dimensional sequence
space E on which we shall reformulate Levy's infinite dimensional potential
theory according to the one on the finite dimensional Euclidean spaces RN.
R. GSteaux and P. Levy have established a mean value formula (the Gateaux
formula, see Levy [1], p. 230) of the real Hilbert space £2([0,l]) by the finite
dimensional construction method. In their derivations of the Gateaux formula,
the following projections pN play essential roles:
fliXNn'XlJrJt) for *(-)eL2([0, 1]) ,
where
xS = N\ x(s)ds, IN,H = [(n-l)IN,nlN), (n=\,-,N).^
Then they have identified the function 2#**X/ivr n(t) with a point xN=(xi, ••-,*$)
ti=i *
of the iV-dimensional Euclidean space RN. Since
(1.1) H A Y * - * | | - > 0 as JV->oo for x(-)<E£L2([0y 1]),
the quantity
(1-2) ||JMI
can be thought of the N-th approximate semi-norm of the L2-norm || • ||.
Consequently, motivated by the formula (1.2) we introduce to the space RN
the following norm rN:
/ i jr \i/2(1.3) rN(x) = \±g*2) for x = (xu - , x N ) e R N .
By lifting it to the space E we have the following semi-norm | |- |U on the
space E:
( 1 y \i/2]^S*2) for x =
1) The notation XA denotes the indicator function of a set A,
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and also the following semi-norm IML according to the formula (1.1):
(1.5) |MU = B5|MU for XSEE.
We are now ready to obtain the following
DEFINITION 1. We denote by E the space of sequences:
(1.6) E = {x=(xu—,xN9 J f
with the semi-norms {IMU; }
Thus we have constructed the space E and the semi-norms {||-|U*>
l<iV<oo} according to "la methode du passage du fini a l'infini". In par-
ticular the semi-norm ||-|U would play the corresponding role in our potential
theory to the one of L2-norm || • || in Levy's theory.
DEFINITION 2. Ox and O2 denote the topologies induced from the semi-
norms {||*||^ ; l<iV<oo} and the semi-norms {||*IU; l<iV<oo}, respectively.
Then we have the following
Proposition 1.1. 1) The topological space (E, Ox) is non-separable and
non-complete, and the space (E, O2) is separable metrizable.
2) For any positive number ay it holds that
(1-7) 2 **
Proof. Denoting by rj{t), ( 0 < / < l ) the following sequences: y(t)—(ly
cos(27rt), \/2^sin {Ini), •••, \/2~ cos (2n7rt), \/T sin (2n7tt)> •••). Then it is im-
mediate that Ih7(0l|oo=l for aH ^^[0, 1], and \\v(t)—y(s)\\eo=y/2 for distinct
numbers s and t> which shows the non-separability of the space (E, Ox). The
other part of this proposition is now clear. (Q.E.D.)
Next we shall introduce to the space E the cr-algebra 6 generated by
cylinder sets of the space E:
(1.8) e=*(pu;n= 1,2,3, ***),
where {pn} are projections of the space E such that
(1.9) pnx = Xn for x = (xu—,xH,—)&E.
Since the topological space (E7 O2) is separable and metrizable, the cr-algebra
S agrees with the cr-algebra generated by open subsets in the O2-topology.
In the sequel we shall use the Oi-topology only without special mentions.
1.2. Infinite dimensional Brownian motion B.
In this subsection, we shall introduce an infinite dimensional Brownian
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motion B on the space E in terms of which we shall reformulate the results of
Levy's infinite dimensional potential theory. He has constructed his theory on
the real Hilbert space (/2, ||-||) according to the one on the iV-dimensional
Euclidean spaces RN with respect to the Laplacians ANy (cf. Levy [1], p. 248,
(3)):
(1.10) AN = d2ldxl+- + d2ldx2N.
Now we shall construct our infinite dimensional Laplacian Aoo on E. From
our derivation of the semi-norms {|Hljv> l ^ iV^oo} , it is reasonable to regard
the sphere SN_1={x^RN; rN(x) = l} in the space RN as the corresponding one
of the sphere 5 M = {x^E; | |#| |oo=l} in the space E. Moreover for a real
smooth function fN(x) on RN it holds that
(1.11) ANfN(x) = lim 4 ( \fN(x+pZ)/tN-i(d£)-fN(x)) ,
where /LLN_1 denotes the uniform probability measure on SN_X. On the other
hand, the standard Gaussian white noise JUL on the sphere S^ (see Def. 6) can be
regarded as the projective limit of the system {(SN_ly fiN-i)} (cf. Hida and
Nomoto [10] and Hasegawa [9], I, §1):
(1.12) (SooyfJ,)
Therefore we define our LaplacianA^ so as to hold
(1.13) A./(«) = lim A ( \f(x+p^(dS)-f(x)) , x<=E,
for a tame function f(x)=f(xly •••,^/)), x=(xu "-,xpy •••)eJSr, where f(xu ~-,xp)
is a real smooth function on Rp, (/>>1). Then we have the following
(1.14) Anf(x) = ±f-J(xu-,xp), x = {xl,-,xp,-)^E.
1
 oxn
Therefore we shall define our Brownian motion B=(£ly B(t)> Px) on the space
2? with the infinitesimal generator (1 /2^^ as follows:
(1.15) B(t) = (b1(t),...,bN(t),...),
where {bn(t); n > l } are mutually independent 1-dimensional Brownian motions.
We have to show that the process B can be actually constructed on the space E.
Now, we introduce a family {wn{ty <£>); n > l } of mutually independent 1-
dimensional standard Wiener processes on a complete probability space (&>, iS, P).
Then we have the following
Proposition 1.2. For a given element x=(xly ••-, xny • • • ) e£ r , the sample
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paths of the processes
\h 2 *>&> &Y > N >1) and f Tf 2 Writ, &); A^  > 1)
converge to the function t and to the function zero, respectively, uniformly on com-
pact subsets of the interval [0, oo) almost surely.
1 N 1 N
Proof. Since the processes — 2W*(*> &)2—t and —^2xnzvn(tt &) are
\/cr(zvn(s); 0<^<^), P|-martingales, the submartingale inequality shows the
following ones:
i £ \ T 4 / 1 2 48
s u p — 2 w n ( f , ^>)2- " ^ "^ ^ ' ^ | T O
'' - N w=i
sup
for any positive numbers 6, T. Then the Borel-Cantelli's lemma completes
the proof.
Proposition 1.3. 1) For a given element x=(xly ••-,#„, •••)GjEr, we have
2) For a non-negative number s, the sample paths of the processes
1 N 1
— 2 (wn(t> &)—wn{s> &))2\ N^\\ converge to the function \t—s\ uniformly on
compact subsets of the interval [0, oo) almost surely as N-^oo.
Proposition 1.3 comes easily from Proposition 1.2. Hence we have the
following ^-valued process
(1.16) W(t, &) = {wtf, &), . » , m.(t, &), •••)
on the probability space (&> J$, P), which is called the infinite dimensional Wiener
process or simply the Wiener process.
Then the following theorem shows the Holder continuity of the sample paths
of the Wiener process.
Theorem 1.4. Let W(t, &) be the infinite dimensional Wiener process.
Then it holds that:
(1.17) l i m i s W f , &)-tou(s, &)f= \t-s\
for any pair of non-negative numbers s> t almost surely.
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Proof. We denote by A the totality of the elements a>eJ2 such that for
f 1 Aevery non-negative rational number r, the processes {— >j (zoJt, &)—wn(r, <£>)) ;
N^\\ converge to the function \t—r\ uniformly on compact subsets of the
half line [0, oo) as iV-^oo. Then Proposition 1.3 shows i^(A)=l. Now for
any element ^ G A , any pair (t, s)> (t, s^O) and any rational number r,
s), it holds that
( 1 N \ liS(»,M)-»,M))!
N M=i /
y /2
1/2
+
=\/tVs-i
where tv s and t
 A s denote the maximum and the minimum of the pair of the
numbers t and s, respectively. Hence, by increasing the rational number r to
the number t
 A s, we have the following inequality:
(1.18) Hm ( 1
For the above pair (£,s) and an element © G A , we have also the following in-
equality:
( 1 N \l/2
which completes the proof together with (1.18).
Now we shall construct the infinite dimensional Brownian motion B by
means of the infinite dimensional Wiener process. We denote by 12 the space
of Oj-continuous maps co; [0, oo)->E and by Bty t^[0, oo) the coordinate maps
Bt(co) = co(t)y respectively, and introduce to the space O a cr-algebra 3:° =
cr{Bt\ *e[0, oo)). Now we define maps O,; A->O, (x^E) as follows:
(1.19) (*,(A))(0 = *+A(*) for
Then for each point x^E, the map O^; (X2, iS)->(O, ff0) is measurable. Hence
we have probability measures {Px; x^E} on the measurable space (O, 3?°):
(1.20) P*(A) - ^ - ' ( A ) ) for elements A G ? ° .
The following subset £1 belongs to £F° by the Orcontinuity of sample paths and
satisfies Px(£l)=l for all x^E by Proposition 1.3 and Theorem 1.4:
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m \\B(t, co)-B(s, co)\\i = \t-s\ for all t, se=[0, oo))
5
 \\B{t, o)\\i = t+\\B{0, co)\\i for all *e[0, oo) J .
Therefore, we can restrict the process Bt and the cr-algebra 9*° to the space
ft, and the restricted process and the restricted cr-algebra will be also denoted
by Bt and £F°, respectively. Next we shall introduce the following two cr-
algebras to the space ft:
and £F?+ = fj £FJ for all £>0 .
Then we have the following
Proposition 1.5. The collection JJ=(ft, ff0, £??+, P*9 Bt) is a Markov process
with state space (E, 6). Moreover it is of Feller property in the following sense:
For a bounded O2-continuous function f on the space E the function Ex\f(Bt)],
) w 02-continuous on the space E.
Proof. Noticing the O2-continuity of sample paths co^ft, we can see the
cr-algebras £??+ and a(Bt—Bs; s<£<oo) are mutually PMndependent, (x^E).
The Feller property is evident because of the spatial homogeneity of the process
B. (Q.E.D.)
As usual we denote by £F and 3t, (?>0) the completion of the cr-algebra
EF° and the one of £F?, respectively. We are now in position to state the strong
Markov property of the process B.
Theorem 1.6. The collection B=(£l, £F, 3?t9 Pxy Bt) is a strong Markov pro-
cess with state space (E> 6) and the cr-algebras {£?,; 0<£< oo} is right continuous.
Moreover it holds that
(1.21) \\B(t,co)-B(s,co)\\l=\t-s\ for all t, s>0 ,
(1.22) \\B(t,co)\\l = t+\\B(0,co)\\l for all t> 0,
Proof. The proof of this theorem is immediate because of the Feller
property of the process B. (Q.E.D.)
DEFINITION 3. We call the process B the infinite dimensional Brownian
motion or simply the Brownian motion.
Now we proceed to the measurability of the hitting times and the entrance
times of subsets of the space E.
For a subset A of the space E, we define three functions
(1.23) DA(G>) = inf {t>0; B(t, co)^A) ,
(1.24) TA(co) = inf {*>(); B(t, co)^A} ,
(1.25) rA(co) = inf {t>0; B(t, co
1) The infimum of the empty set is understood to be the infinity.
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We call DA the first entrance time of A, TA the first hitting time of A and rA the
first exit time from A, respectively.
Proposition 1.7. I) If a subset AdE is O2-open or O2-closed, the first
entrance time DA of A and the first hitting time TA of A are {3*?+} stopping times.
2) If a subset GczE is Ox-open and O2-measurable> the first entrance time DG
of G and the first hitting time TG of G are {3?°t+} stopping times and agree with each
other.
3) Suppose that for an Orclosed subset AaE, there exists a sequence {Gn}
of Oropen and O ^ measurable subsets GndE which satisfy the following conditions:
(1.26) G 1 =)G 2 3 . . . 3G,3G w + 1 3G n + 1 3 . . . 3^ , and [\Gn = A,
where each Gn denotes the closure of the set Gn in the Ox-topology. Then the
first entrance time DA of A and the first hitting time TA of A are {£??+} stopping
times.
Proof. Notice that the cr-algebra 8 of the space E is generated by O2-
open sets, not by Oi-open sets.
1.3. Infinitesimal generator of the infinite dimensional Brownian motion
B.
First of all, we denote by B(E, 8) the space of bounded O2-measurable fun-
ctions on the space E and we introduce the uniform convergence topology to
the space B(E,8). Second we denote by {Tt;t^0} the semi-group induced
from the Brownian motion B on the Banach space B(E, 8) as follows:
(1.27) TJ{x) = Ex[f(Bt)] for elements f<^B(E, 8).
In the first step of investigations of the infinitesimal generator of the semi-
group {Tt; 2>0}, the function space under our considerations will be restricted
to the one of rather special type. Some of the phenomena occur ing in a less
restrictive function space are too pathological to treat analytically. We denote
by 3) the space of functions <fi(ry x)y (rE[0, oo), x=(xly •••, xm)^Rm) which satisfy
the following conditions:
1) Each function (j>(r,x) is bounded on the space [0, oo)xRm and deriva-
tives (d2cj)ldxjdxj)(r,x)y (i,j=ly ---.m) are bounded continuous in (r,x)^[0y oo)
xRm.
2) For a given positive number S, there exists such a positive number S
that inequalities
(1.28) *!4L(r,x)-J&-(r,y)<S, (/,./= 1,-,«)
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hold for any rG[0, oo), x,y<=Rm with \x—y\ <S.
3) If we set
-._*(r,*) for r>0,
r . D .
the function A(\/~r, #) *s bounded and uniformly continuous in (r, ar)e[0, oo)
XiT.
Then from the formula (1.22) we have the following
Proposition 1.8. If a function f(x) on the space E is of the form
(1.30) /(*) = cj>(\\x\U *i, - , xM), (x = (xly . - , xM, - J s f i )
«;#& fA^  «zJ o/ a function cj> of the space 3), it holds that
(\ *\\\ lim Ttf(x)—f(x) __ 1 yi^^fllrll r ..- r ^4-^llrll r ... v ^1 1 < O 1 J 1 1 H 1 " ~0~ ^  « ~ 2 vl' 'l°°> :> » x w j r ^ U l ^ N 0 0 * x i > > xm)
on the space E, where the convergence is understood to be the uniform convergence
on the space E.
2. Infinite dimensional spherical Brownian motion H
2.1. Infinite dimensional spherical Brownian motion H.
As is well known, we have the following polar expression of the iV-dimen-
sional Laplacian A# on the space RN:
(2.1) A* = (l/iV).8»/8ii+((JV-l)/(iVrw)).9/arJ,+(l/^).SJlf.1,
where AN-i denotes the spherical Laplacian on the (N— l)-dimensional sphere
SN_1={x^RN; rN(x) = l}. Denoting by the same notation AN_X the lift-up of
the spherical Laplacian AN_i to the space E, we shall formally define an in-
finite dimensional spherical Laplacian STO on the sphere 3^= {x^E; ||^ ?||oo=1}
as follows (cf. Umemura [17]):
(2.2) A^ = lim A^ .
On the other hand, from the derivation of the infinite dimensional Laplacian
Aoo on E we have the following:
(2.3) ATO = lim A,v .
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Observing the polar expression (2.1), we have therefore the following formal
polar expression of the Laplacian Aoo:
(2.4) A. = (l
where r(#)=||#||oo for x^E. This polar expression of the Laplacian A^ could
be identified with Levy's formula (Levy [1], p. 305, (5)). On the other hand,
the polar expression (2.1) of the Laplacian AN can be expressed by the factoriza-
tion of the finite dimensional Brownian motion as the skew product of its radial
part and an independent spherical Brownian motion run with the random clock
(cf. Ito and McKean [12], p. 270).
In this subsection, in order to interpret Levy's formula we shall intro-
duce an infinite dimensional spherical Brownian motion H on the sphere S^
with the infinitesimal generator (1/2) S^ and factor the infinite dimensional
Brownian motion B as the skew product of its radial part and the infinite dimen-
sional spherical Brownian motion H.
Now we set E={x^E; \\x\\eo>0} and associate with it the restriction £ of
the cr-algebra £ to the Oropen set E. Moreover, we introduce a strong Markov
process B=(£l0, £h Px) with state space (E> 6) which is equivalent to the part
A
of the process B on the set E, (see Fukushima [7], pp. 149-152), and the process
B is called the Brownian motion on the space E. Here we set
(2.5) no= {co^n;a)(0)ei r} , A(co) = Bt(co) for all
and P\ (x<=E) is the restriction of Px to the space I l o (cn) .
DEFINITION 4. A subset {x^E; 11 )^1^=1} of the space E is denoted by
So* and called the infinite dimensional unit sphere or simply the unit sphere.
A
We associate with it the restriction <5oo of the cr-algebra £ to the set S^.
Now we define the radial process rt of the process B as follows:
(2.6) rt(co) = \\6(t, ©)|U for all t>0 , o,G(l0.
Next the radial process rt is associated with the following continuous ad-
A
ditive functional (random clock) rt of the process B:
(2.7) rt(co) = (' — — 9 for all and
Then, from (1.22), we have the following equality:
(2.8) rt(co) = log (l+(f/r(0, G>)2)) for all t>0 and co<=no.
Finally we define a process tt(co) on the unit sphere S^ so as to hold
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(2.9) &(t, co) = rt(oy)4(rt(co), co) for all f>0 and
Since the radial process rt is deterministic, the processes rt and §t are mutually
, (x^E). It holds
also that
(2.10) !,(©)= - ^ - • £ ( ( * ' - l ) - r ( 0 , co)2, co) for all
r(0, co)
We assume now that the asked Markov process B on the unit sphere S^ is
of the form (f,, i^), (^eiS^). Therefore we define the process %t as follows:
(2.11) ^(co) = ^ / / 2 - ^ - l , co) for all t>0 and
where
(2.12) n , = {o,efl0; ||£(0, a)\L = 1} •
Then we are in position to state the following
Proposition 2.1. 1) The collection B=(Q,1, £„ Ae) w ^ strong Markov
process with state space S^ having the Feller property. It holds that
(2.13) llfiH-f.WHL = 2(1-*-"-'"*)
/or a// /,*>0, a.*. ^
2) i^ or a given function f(^) on S^ of the form
(2.14)
4>{Su *"> ?».)eC3(Rm) of compact support, it holds that in the uniform con-
vergence topology on Sn:
Proof. The Holder continuity of the sample paths of the process E comes
immediately from Proposition 1.3 and Theorem 1.4, and the Markovian proper-
ties of the process H follows from the Brownian scaling property (cf. Ito and
McKean [12], p. 18). Next for the above -mentioned function /(£) on S^, it
holds that:
(2.16)
where T=e*—1, f=(?i, •••, ?w, •••)^AS'OO , u2=u\-\ \-u2m. From this expres-
sion we have the last assertion. (Q.E.D.)
DEFINITION 5. The Markov process S is called the infinite dimensional
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spherical Brownian motion on the unit sphere S^ or simply the spherical Brownian
motion.
We have thus factored the Brownian motion to obtain the spherical Brow-
nian motion H. Conversely we shall now construct the process B as the skew
product of a radial process and the spherical Brownian motion, which are mutu-
ally independent.
To begin with, we shall introduce a radial process and a random clock ac-
cording to the preceding ones. First we introduce a family of probability
measures {P r ;0<r<oo} on a space i?+=(0, oo) such that Pr(A)=XA(r) for
measurable subsets A{dR+) and also introduce a process rt(a>)=(a>2-{-i)1/2 for
elements co^R+. Next we associate with the radial process rt a random clock
Tt(cd) as follows:
(2.17)
 T / ( < i ) = r _ ^ _ for all t>0, uZER+.
Jor(s,co)2
Then by the Brownian scaling property we have the following
Theorem 2.2. The skew product process B=(hy Bh ?*):
(2.18) B(t, (i, *>)) = r,(iK(r,(i), to)
for all
(2.19) p*
 = pimi~x^ / i m i
is a Markov process with state space (Ey 6) and is equivalent to the part of the
Brownian motion B on the Oropen set E.
We notice that the spherical Brownian motion S on the unit sphere S^ is an
infinite dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Thus Theorem 2.2 gives a
new approach to investigation of infinite dimensional Brownian motions and
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes (cf. Malliavin [15]).
2.2. Properties of the spherical Brownian motion S.
In this subsection, we shall investigate further properties of the spherical
Brownian motion S.
DEFINITION 6. We call the following probability measure ji on the unit
sphere S^ the standard Gaussian white noise or simply the white noise:
(2.20) fi(A) = P°(B(1, CD)SEA) for any element A^S^ .
Then we have the following ergodic theorem.
Theorem 2.3.
1) For a bounded Orcontinuous and O2-measurable function /(£) on the unit
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sphere S^, the following equality holds at each point % £*?« ,
(2.21) Jim #[/(£,)] = j/(SV(«).
2) The white noise JJL is the unique invariant probability measure of the
spherical Brownian motion B.
Proof. The Brownian scaling property gives us the following equalities for
the above-mentioned function/(f) at each point Z^S^:
)] = Ey(e-".!;+e-''>B(et-l, «,))]
Hence Lebesgue's convergence theorem can be applied to show the following
equalities:
Km
which prove the first assertion. Moreover for a bounded O2-measurable func-
tion /(f) on the unit sphere S^ we have the following:
J &ffl,)MdS) =
which prove the second assertion in combination with (2.21). (Q.E.D.)
Consequently we have a contraction semi-group {Tt;t^0}, (Yosida [18],
Chap. IX) on the complex Hilbert space L^S^, //,) as follows:
(2.22) ttf(Z) = &\f(£t)] for elements
Here we shall show that the infinitesimal generator of the semi-group is
actually a self-adjoint operator.
DEFINITION 7. For a sequence K=(ku "m,kp) of non-negative integers we
define a Fourier-Hermite polynomial HK of degree \K\ =kx-\ \-kp as follows:
(2.23) HK(xu ..., xp) = U^x
where Hn denote the Hermite polynomials with the generating function
(2.24) 2 fl«(*W7»l = exp (t-x-(**/2)).
Proposition 2.4. The infinitesimal generator A of the strongly continuous
semi-group {Tt\ / > 0 } is a self-adjoint operator with pure-point spectrum
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{—n/2; w>0} and the eigenspace of the eigenvalue —n/2 is spanned by the func-
tions {HK; \K\=n}:
(2.25) HKtf) = HK(£l9..;Zp) for f = ( & , - , f , , "O&SL .
Proof. By applying the formula (2.16) to the generating function (2.24)
of the Hermite polynomials, we can easily see
ttHK = exp(-\K\tl2)-HK for any K=(ku-,kp).
Since the family {HK; K} constitutes a C.O.N.S. of the Hilbert space L^S^ /*,),
we have the assertion. (Q.E.D.)
REMARK. 1) The second assertion of Proposition 2.1 holds also in the
Hilbert space L^S^y JJ,).
2) The infinitesimal generator A has been called the infinite dimensional
Laplacian operator and been studied by Y. Umemura [17] and others.
3) Set V={Z^S»\ | | f - a | L < 8 } , (8<VT, aeSJ). Then V is an O r
open and O2-measurable subset of the unit sphere S^ and it holds that JJ,(V)=0.
Next we show homogeneity of the spherical Brownian motion H under a
transformation group G.
DEFINITION 8. We denote by G a group of linear Oi-homeomorphisms g
of the space E onto itself such that
1) maps g and g~l are O2-measurable,
2) maps£ preserve the probability measure //,:
(2.26) fi(gA) = fi(A) for elements A e S^ ,
3) mapsg preserve the semi-norm || • |U*
(2.27) \\gx\U = I ML for elements x(=B.
Then by the Brownian scaling property we have the following
Proposition 2.5. The spherical Brownian motion E is homogeneous under
the group G: for any set A^Soo and element g^G, it holds that
(2.28) P'tfa&gA) = pZ(%t(EA) on the unit sphere S^ , (t > 0 ) .
We shall also consider the following transformation group described in
the book (Levy [1], p. 259). For a given sequence of integers (ply "',pn> •••)
such that
-> and Umpn+Ilpn=l,
we are given a bijection a of the set {1,2,3, •••} onto itself which is also a
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permutation of the set {ptt+l,pn+2, "',pn+i} for each »=1 , 2, 3, •••. We then
define a map g9 of the space E onto itself as follows:
(2.29) (£,*)„ = xHn) for x = fa,
Then we have the following
Proposition 2.6. TAe ma/u gv of the above-mentioned type form a subgroup
Go of the group G.
3. The Dirichlet problems on the space E
3.1. The Dirichlet problems on the unit ball.
In this subsection, we shall reformulate the results of Paul Levy [1] on the
Dirichlet problems on his infinite dimensional space in terms of our infinite
dimensional Brownian motion B.
DEFINITION 9. A subset A of the space Eis said to be semi-bounded, if the
set {11*11/, x^A} is bounded for some semi-norm \\*\\p,
DEFINITION 10. For a given domain G(dE), we denote by ^ (G) a family
of semi-bounded domains U such that the closures U of U in the Ortopology are
included in G and that the first exit times rv from U are {£?,} stopping times.
Then a real-valued O2-measurable function f(x) on G is said to be harmonic on
the domain G, if for any subdomain UEIRJ^G) the following equality holds on
G:
(3.1) EVWrvW^fix).
DEFINITION 11. An Oropen subset {x^E; ||*||00<1} of the space E is
is denoted by D^ and called the infinite dimensional unit ball or simply the
unit ball. We denote by S^far) a sphere {x^E; \\x — tf||oo = r}, (a^D^,
0 < 2 r < l — ||fl||oo), and by Ta%£ the point of SJpy r) on the segment between two
points a and £,
(3.2) Ta^ = (l-^/Hf-flll^.a+r.f/llf-fllUeS^, r).
Clearly the unit sphere S^ is the boundary of the unit ball D^ in the O r
topology and the first exit time T from the unit ball D^ it an {£??+} stopping
time. The map Tari (a^D^ 0 < 2r < 1 — \\a\\J) is an O2-bimeasurable O r
homeomorphism from the unit sphere S^ onto the another sphere S^a^r).
DEFINITION 12. We define a harmonic measure JJ,X relative to the unit ball
D^ and a point x^D^ by putting
(3.3)
 1JLX{A) = PX{BT^A) for
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The Poisson integral formulas for the finite dimensional balls are of funda-
mental importance in the potential-theoretic sense and also in the group repre-
sentation-theoretic sense (cf. Kashiwara et al., [14]). Accordingly we shall pay
special attention to the Dirichlet problems on the unit ball D^. First of all, we
shall give an interpretation to Levy's mean value formula (Levy [1], p. 316, (24))
in the case of the unit ball /)«,.
Theorem 3.1. Let <£(£) be a real bounded Ox-continuous and O2-measurable
function on the unit sphere S^.
Then the following function f(x)
(3.4) /(*) = £*[«K£T)]
on the unit ball ZL is the unique one satisfying the following conditions:
1) The function f(x) is bounded, O ^ continuous and harmonic on the unit
2) For any point £ ^ 5 ^ , the function f(x) converges to </>(£) as x
tends to f in the Ox-topology.
3) We have also the following peculiar equality
(3.5)
for any measurable subset A of the sphere S^a, r), (a^D^, 0<2r<l — \\a\\J).
Proof. Because of the equality
(3.6) T(W) = T O » = 1-IMI2, a.s. P'
and the Brownian scaling property, we have the following equalities on the unit
ballZL:
f(x) =
where JLL denotes the white noise on the unit sphere S^. Hence we have the as-
sertions 1,2 of the theorem. By the Brownian scaling property we have the
following equalities for a measurable subset A of the sphere S^a, r):
which prove the assertion 3 of the theorem. (Q.E.D.)
Here we pause to show the homogeneity of the family (P= {/jbx; x^D^} of
harmonic measures under the group G (see Def. 8) and the mutual singularity of
(P.
Proposition 3.2. For any g^G, ^GDM and A^Soo, we have
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(3-7) PiAgA) = »X{A).
Proof. The proof is immediate by the Brownian scaling property.
REMARK. The family (P seems to be an intertwining operator between
two representations of the group G on the unit sphere S^ and the unit ball D^
i.e., for the above boundary function <£ on S^ and the associated harmonic
function/ on Z)^, we have the following equality on D^ for any elementg^G
(3.8) /&->*) =
Proposition 3.3. Harmonic measures px and //^(^(P), (x,y^DJ) are mutu-
ally equivalent [resp., mutually singular], if the sequence x—y=(x1—y1, •••, xn— yn,
•••) is square summable [resp., not square summable]. In particular, for an element
x=(xu •••,#„, - J G P C B O O , we have the following density formula:
(3.9) ps(dg) = exp (x.Z-
Here x2=^x2n and x*% denotes the following ^-almost surely convergent random
series:
(3.10) *.£ = ;£!*•?,, for f = (f1,-,fll,
Proof. The proof is easy (cf. Rozanov [16], pp. 38, 66).
REMARK. For an element x&PcE and an element g^G it holds that
and x2=(gx)2y for we have gx^l2 by Propositions 3.2, 3.3 and next the
asked equality by using the density formula (3.9).
Next we proceed to the stochastic Dirichlet problems on the unit ball D^
with discontinuous boundary functions.
Proposition 3.4. For given elements ejy (Iky||oo>0,</=1, •••,/>) and a given
real bounded measurable function h(uu "-,up, xly •••, xm) on the space [0,
we define a function </>(£) on the unit sphere S^ as follows:
(3.11) 0(f) = h(\\Z+ei\U - , \\2+ep\U Su - , U
for elements %=(fi, •••,?„,, •••JGSOO. Then the function f(x)
(3.12) f(x) =
on Doo is the unique one satisfying the following conditions:
1) The function f(x) is bounded harmonic on D^.
2) For any point ^eZL, the function f(Bt(co)) is continuous in t in the interval
[0, r(o))) a.s. Px and
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(3.13) lim /(£,(©)) = cj>(BT(co)) a.s. Px.
Proof. By Theorem 1.6 we have the following equalities
(3.14) fix) = E*MBT)]
) . - X(x) u - u
on the unit ball Dm, where X ^ ) = v / | | ^ + ^ | | i + l - | | x | | i , (1 <&</>), ( w - i ) 2 =
(«i—#i)2H f-(Mg-j;J2 for points x-={xu •••,xm, •••)^Dm. Also by Theorem
1.6 it holds that
Xk(Bt(co)) = Xk{x) for all t>0, a.s.P* , (*eZ)»), (*=l , •••,/>).
Hence the function f(B,(co)) in f is continuous in the interval [0, T(CO)) a.s.P",
Now we introduce a sequence (TB; W > 2 } of the first exit times from sub-
domains Un={x&Dm; | |*||OO<1—(1/M)}. Then by the convergence theorem of
martingales we have the following equality:
limf(B(rn, co)) = E'[<j>(BT)\\) STn] a.s. Px,
Hfoo »=2
Hence the sample continuity of the process B shows the following:
a.s. Px,
which completes the proof.
Bearing in mind the pathological phenomena of "harmonic" functions
which are described in Levy [1] (pp. 305-306) and will be shown in Proposition
3.7 partly, it is worth noticing that the stochastic Dirichlet problems can be for-
mulated also for discontinuous boundary functions of the above-mentioned type.
Proposit ion 3.5. For a function ^(xl9 •••, xm)
(3.15) §^L\Rm, exp {-{x\+^^x2m)l2)dx^dxm),
define a real function ^>(f) on the unit sphere 5M by
(3.16) *(?) = « & , - , ? „ ) for f = (f , , - ,f . ,
Then the function f(x)=Ex[cj>(BT)] on the unit ball D^ is the unique one satisfying
the following conditions:
1) The function f(x) is O^-continuous and harmonic on the unit ball D^.
CO
2) We are given a sequence {UJ of subdomains of D^ such that (J Un=D0O9
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UndUtt+1 and the first exit times rn from Un are {£?*} stopping times. Then the
family {/(J5(rw)); n^l} is uniformly Px-integrable,
Proof. By Holder's inequality and Jensen's one we have (n
which implies the uniqueness of the function/(#). (Q.E.D.)
In case of ${xu •••, xm)=HK(xly •••, xM), (K=(ku •• , km)), the associated
Dirichlet solution f(x) is the restriction to D^ of the following harmonic function
h(x) on E:
f \\x\\^HK((xu---yxm)IM\~) on
-tkJ on {*€=.#; | | * |L=0} .
This is of its own interst (cf. Dobrushin and Minlos [4]) and the restriction of
the function h(x) to the domain \x^E; IML>0} is just identical with Hida's
Fourier-Hermite polynomial, (cf. Hida [11]).
3.2. The Dirichlet problems on other domains.
In this subsection we shall consider the Dirichlet problems on some other
domains than the unit ball D^.
First we shall consider the following Dirichlet problem on a domain the
first exit time from which is not deterministic.
Proposition 3.6. Let D be a convex domain:
(3.18) / ) = { * ! = (xly ..., xny . . . )e#; |MU<1, 0 < ^ < l } ,
and <f> be a real bounded continuous function on a subset
(3.19) ({x=0} X {0<r<l})^({0<*<l} X {r=l})^({*=l} x
of the space R2. Then, for the function <£(£)
(3.20) <£(£) = </>(?!, llf IL) for I = (?! , - , gH9
on the boundary dD of D, the function f(x)= Ex[cj)(BT)]y (r=rD) on D is the
unique one satisfying the following conditions:
1) The function f(x) is bounded O^continuous and harmonic on the domain D.
2) For any point f e3Z>, the function f{x) converges to 0(f) as x(^D) tends
to f in the Ox-topology.
Proof. By Poisson's summation formula and calculations of passage times
of 1-dimensional Brownian motion, we have (cf. Ito and McKean [12], pp. 29, 30):
f{x) = *!(*!, r)+®2(xu !•)+*,(*!, r), r = \\x\U
for x=(xlf •••, xn, •••)££>, where
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i(#i> r) — 2 2 \ $(w* 1) s m (n7tu)du sin (//Tr^ ) exp (—w2zr2(l—r2)/2),
»=i Jo
! i^* r) = 2 I $(1> vV2+*)e~n27r2'/2<fr w^r(—l)w-1 sin (
 f
»=i Jo
^ t e j , r) = 2 ?(0> Vr2+t)e-n2*2t/2dt nn sin
»=i Jo
Hence we have the first assertion and also the second assertion by the usual way
(cf. Dynkin [5], II, p. 33). (Q.E.D.)
Now the unicity principle does not hold, peculiar to our infinite dimensional
potential theory. In fact, by Theorem 1.6 we have the following
Proposition 3.7. For a real bounded continuous function <£ on the real line
R and an element %^E, (||?IU>0), we define a function f(x) on the space E by
(3.21) /(*) = *«*, £>„),
where
(3.22) Kx, £>. = IM-£||i-| |*-f Hi •
Then the function f(x) is harmonic on the space E.
REMARK. We have another dissimilarity with finite dimensional cases,
i.e., the regularity of a point of a boundary in the probabilistic sense does not
imply the one in the classical potential-theoretic sense in our case. In fact we
have the following example. Let D be a semi-ball: D= {x e E\ ||^||0O<l,
<*>?>oo>0}, (Z^E, ||f||oo=l). Then the first exit time rD(co) from the semi-
ball D satisfies
rD(co)= l-\\x\\i a.s. (Px) , (*eZ>) .
On the other hand, the first hitting time <r(co)=TDc(co) of Dc satisfies <r(co)=0
a.s. (PO for f CE9Z> with ||r||0O<l, <f, f>oo=0.
Finally we have the following
Proposition 3.8. Let f(x) be a tame function on the space E given by
(3.23) f(x) = <f>(xl9 —,xH) for points x = (^, •••, xn, -~)<=E.
If (f)(xu "-,xn) is a harmonic polynomial on the space Rtt, the function f(x) is
harmonic on the space E.
Proof. Clearly we have only to show the equality
(3.24) f(x) = E'[f(BT)]
on the space E for the first exit time r from the domain D: D= {#=(#1, "%xp,
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- , # „ -)eE;0<Xj<d, j=l, -,p}, (p<n, d>0). We denote by (b(t), Px)
the w-dimensional Brownian motion and by a- the first exit time from the n-
dimensional cylinder D=DxR"~p, D—{x={xu •••,xp)eR"; 0<xi<d,j=lf •••,
P\
As will be shown separetely (cf. Etienne et Thunus [6]), Green function G{a, b;
x,y), {x,a^D\yyb^Rn-% and Poisson kernel P(a,b; %,v), (a<=D; fe9Z);
b, j?Gi?""^) of the cylinder D decay exponentially in y as \y—ft|—>oo and in rj
as 177—£|—>oo, respectively. Then Dynkin's formula can be applied to show
the following equality for the harmonic polynomial <£ for points c=(a,b)^D:
= *(*)•
Hence it holds that on the space E
EV(B(r))]=f(x). (Q.E.D.)
From this proposition, it is clear that the totality of the continuous harmonic
functions on the space E separates each point of the space E.
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